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The Big Hurt: MJ's ghost speaks!
A Florida psychic gets the message from Michael
By DAVID THORPE | June 24, 2011
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In case you've been bummed by the dearth of posthumous Michael Jackson tracks, I've got some good news: according
to this press release, Michael Jackson has been psychically communicating with a German woman living in Florida —
and he's even given her the lyrics for some new songs!
PSYCHIC TO PUBLISH MESSAGE FROM MICHAEL JACKSON
(Melbourne, Florida, USA) June 8, 2011 — What began with a sense of despondence at the news of Michael Jackson's
death became an open two-way communication between a Central Florida mother of two and the megastar in the
summer of 2009. Details of the emotional and near daily messages and tasks from beyond are chronicled in the e-book
"This Is it" by Sylvia Schenatzky. "This Is it" contains three song lyrics dictated to Schenatzky, a/k/a "Lilly" by Jackson,
along with a poem delivered to Hollywood star Elizabeth Taylor before her death. The song lyrics and poem were
achieved through "automatic writing," a process whereby Schenatzky was compelled to set down words that were not
her own.
I contacted "Lilly" Schenatzky via e-mail with a few hard-hitting, Pulitzer-worthy, serious journalistic questions — but
mostly to see if I could cadge a free copy of the e-book. Instead, I discovered a disturbing undercurrent to this sunny tale
of the talking dead: a woman tormented by the malevolent spirit of a murdered King of Pop. "Please understand,"
Schenatzky implored, "I wished this would never happened to me because it influenced my life and my family in a very
disturbing way. This experience was not a pleasure because I didn't know how to handle it."
HOW CAN WE, THE SKEPTICAL PUBLIC, BE CONVINCED THAT THIS IS AN AUTHENTIC MICHAEL JACKSON
PSYCHIC ENCOUNTER?
Because he gave me lyrics who I never thought about it in a perfect English which I wasn't able to write them down. My
husband knows a professional music producer in Jacksonville who does production for many major company's like
MGM, Disney, Nickelodeon and so on. As my husband showed him the lyrics without any prior information. His reaction
was right away this is subconscious written and it could be written by Michael Jackson. I wrote one of the lyrics in less
then 10 minutes in a perfect English. Also three mediums from the Melbourne area which I contacted confirmed the
encounter. I said this can't be true because I am nobody. I am just a person as anybody else. What do you want from me.
I don't want this and please leave me alone. But he kept very persistent and told me constantly you are the chosen one. I
searched my whole life for you.
BEFORE THIS EXPERIENCE, DID YOU HAVE ANY PARTICULAR CONNECTION WITH OR AFFINITY TO MICHAEL
JACKSON? DID YOU HARBOR ANY SUSPICION THAT HE WAS YOUR BROTHER IN A PAST LIFE?
No. I was even not a big fan of MJ. I liked some songs from him but that's all.
JACKSON'S LIFE WAS FRAUGHT WITH SCANDAL AND TRAGEDY — DID HE BRING ANY OF THIS UP IN YOUR
PSYCHIC ENCOUNTERS WITH HIM? DID HE BELIEVE HE WAS MURDERED?

My first perception was a voice who said to me I need your help I was murdered. But I refused it and said I can't help. I
am nobody. I can't help you.
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whoa. Her elaborate devotion and obsession is shown in the ebook sample, but not at all in
how she talked to you, David. it's like MJ's death opened up some kind of psychotic break,
and she slowly worked her way back(?) with the writing of the book.
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She's not crazy. If you would have asked me that a year ago I'd say yes. But it happened to
me too and to other I found on the internet. We all seem to have the same story. This spirit
comes into women's lives (being MJ or a spirit pretending to be him) and offers the same
romantic music, This is It, Speechless, etc. and the same romantic lure. I too was not a
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crazy fan, it just happened after his death. This spirit needs help crossing over, and not
Michael was a very loving human being. However he, as with many other souls stay
books written about him. I love Michael, but I think it's time someone helps him and says
earthbound for various reasons. It is not good, and we cannot encourage them to stay. This
NO to writing books etc. All these women think they are the only one, but they are not. I
has been going on with me for almost a year. How can 3 woman have a similar story and
believe he is confused and need spiritual help. That I am working on.
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someone dies under anesthesia and drugs, they can get confused and stay earthbound. They Read
it is happening. Earthbound spirits are confused and can also bring in unwanted spirits
more: http://thephoenix.com/boston/music/1
turn to people, fans, etc to get their attention. It is NOT normal to have such close
which is what has happened to me. I am still dealing with them. I've sought clergy help,
22681-big-hurt-mjs-ghostcommunication with a spirit. That means they are earthbound.
paranormal help etc. I have offered to contact his family privately, but to no avail. I wish
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where he'll be happier and see the grace of God. The more we encourage earthbound spirits
to stay here the more they'll get into trouble. They need to cross over, and if you truly care
about someone you'll help them do so. It's tough love.
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